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About VERTEX | Human Performance

Hosted by Army Futures Command (AFC), this
market intelligence event brings together
commercial innovators and US Army experts for a
technical exchange on new and novel solutions.

Ultimately, the intent of  VERTEX | Human Performance is to capture
market intelligence that can be used to inform everything from Army
solution concepts to requirements. That said, we thought it was possible to
add value back into the ecosystem by allowing others to benefit from that
market intelligence as well. The idea is to facilitate a meaningful exchange
of technical information among peers across the human 
performance sector. 

The idea is to
facilitate a meaningful
exchange of technical
information among peers
across the human
performance sector. 

Who will be there?
Army VERTEX attendees will include personnel (leaders, SMEs, etc.) from
across Army Futures Command as well as Army Program Executive Offices
(PEOs) with a vested interest in Human Performance technologies. It will
also include commercial technologists, founders, and market experts who
can contribute to a meaningful dialogue on next-generation human
performance technologies. 



PERFORMANCE OPTIMIZATION WEARABLES, TECH & DATA

Packed with plenty of time for Army and commercial technologists to
collaborate, the morning agenda includes keynotes and panel discussions
on human performance topics from leading private-sector innovators. In

the afternoons, participants will break into small groups to talk about how
these technologies can help the Army address its most critical human

performance use cases.
 
 
 

Explore how new tech enables
peak physical and cognitive
performance for people working
in physically-demanding roles.

Discuss the systems, processes,
and technologies necessary to
enable better health, precision,
and resilience

What's on the Agenda?

All VERTEX | Human Performance content will focus on two
core areas that are important to the public & private sectors:

For a full list of the 10 Army use cases we'll break down at
VERTEX | Human Performance, visit armyvertex.com.

https://armyfuturescommand.com/vertex/schedule/
https://armyfuturescommand.com/vertex/use-cases/


Gain diverse technical insights from
entrepreneurs, industry leaders, and investors.

Uncover new applications for your technology/
innovation and learn about critical use cases from
other market sectors.

Network with technologists, founders, and 
creators working on the bleeding edge of human 
performance technology.

Explore promising concepts, tackle real-world use
cases, and uncover current opportunities and trends 
in human performance. 

Learn how to break into the government marketspace
and connect directly with Army leaders with a vested
interest in funding new human performance tech.

Get a firsthand look at the Army’s funding roadmap
from the 4-Star Command that informs how and 
where the Army invests. 

Reasons to Participate

Attendees get to explore
promising concepts, tackle
real-world use cases, 
and uncover current
opportunities and trends —
all in one place. 

The market intelligence available at Vertex | Human
Performance is valuable for the entire ecosystem, not 
just for the U.S. Army. 



How to Attend?
 

While anyone can request an invitation,
attendance at VERTEX | Human Performance 

is limited to 150 people. Individuals will be
reviewed and vetted to ensure alignment with

the use cases AFC seeks to address at this event
before they are formally invited to attend. 

 
If your area of expertise is a good fit, we’ll let you

know within approximately three (3) weeks
whether you are selected to participate. Please
do not book your travel arrangements until you

have received an invitation to attend. 
 

To allow ample time for in-person selection 
and travel planning, the deadline to register is 

November 10, 2022.

Request an invite to attend
VERTEX | Human Performance by

registering online.

armyvertex.com

Join Us.


